During the past year, we have made major progress in the design of a replaceable polymer matrix for DNA sequencing and the development of the first generation multiple capillary array of 12 capillaries. We also implemented ultrafast separation of dsDNA (e.g. 30 sec for complete resolution of the standard X174-HAE III restriction fragments).
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In the separation of sequencing reaction products, we completed a study on the role of polymer molecular weight and concentration. Using linear polyacrylamide (LPA), the polymer with which we have had our most success, we have achieved 1000 base read lengths in 1 1/2 hrs. Optimization of column length, electric field and column temperature (50°C) was required. Using emulsion polymerization, we are now able to produce LPA powders with MW of -104 k Da. The fully replaceable matrix is very powerful for rapid sequencing of long reads.
We have successfully implemented a 12-capillary array instrument and are using it to study issues of ruggedness in routine sequencing. As part of this, we have developed a sample clean-up procedure which reduces all reactions to a similar state in terms of sample solution prior to injection. The results of this work have led to the design of a 96-capillary array that we will implement over the next year.
We have also achieved very fast separations of SS-and dsDNA using short capillaries and very high yields. For example, sequencing 300 bases in 34 reins. has been shown, as well as very rapid mutational analysis. Implementation of such speeds on a capillary array will create an instrument for high throughput automated analysis. The overall goal of this project is to develop new fluorescence labeling methods, separation methods and detection technologies for DNA sequencing and genomic analysis.
Highlights along with representative publications are given below.
Energy Transfer Primers. Families of sequencing and PCR primers have been developed that contain both fluorescence donor and acceptor chromophores.1 These labeled primers with optimized excitation and emission properties provide from 2-to 20-fold enhanced signal intensities in automated DNA sequencing with slab gels and with capillary arrays.z The reduced spectral cross talk of these ET primers also makes them valuable in PCR product and STR analyses.3
New Intercalation Dye Labels. Anew family of heterodimeric his-intercalation dyes has been synthesized exploiting the concept of fluorescence energy transfer between two different cyanine intercalators.4 By tailoring the spectroscopic properties of the dyes, labels with intense emission above 650 nm following 488 nm excitation have been fabricated. By adjusting the spacing linker between the two dyes, the binding affinity has also been optimized. These molecules are useful for noncovalent multiplex labeling of ds-DNA in a wide variety of multicolor analyses.5
Capillary Electrophoresis Chips. Capillary and capillary array electrophoresis systems have been photolithographically fabricated on 2x3' glass substrates.G These devices provide high quality electrophoretic separations of ds-DNA fragments and DNA sequencing reactions with a 10-fold increase in speed. 
